The above definition deals with a final product, philosophy. In this article philosophy will be defined as product as well as process.
Education is more than instruction, training, or classroom activity; it is: (a) a set of techniques for imparting knowledge, skills and attitudes; (b) a set of theories which purport to explain or justify the use of these techniques; (c) a set of values or ideals embodied and expressed in the purposes for which knowledge, skills and attitudes are imparted and so directing the amounts and types of training that is given.
3
Some observers might say that the first two criteria can be determined by scientific methodology, by observation and measurement. These same observers would conclude that the third aspect is the dominant interest of the philosopher. On the contrary, the philosopher is usually interested in the measurements and interpretations of science, and the scientist is usually interested in the meaning behind empirical data.
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Method in Philosophic Inquiry for Christian Education
Strictly speaking there is no such thing as Christian education, just as there is no such thing as Christian mathematics, Chris tian English, or Christian geography. How ever, the term Christian education can refer to two technical areas of reference. 4 First, Christian education is the process of educa tion in a Christian context with implicit Christian content (i.e., Scripture), leading to general aims that have arisen out of the Christian perspective. Second, Christian education can refer to the professional pro gram of education preparing students for vocations in church-related ministries.
Within this paper, Christian education will refer to both areas and is defined as:
Christian education is the process of communicat ing to students that which is drawn from the con tent and experiences of Christian sources, with the purpose of producing in students, church, and so ciety, those aims which are implicit in Christian teaching.
The next term to be defined is method:
Methods are techniques sufficiently general to be common to all sciences . . . alternatively, they are logical or philosophical principles sufficiently spe cific to relate especially to science as distinguished from other forms of human enterprises. Improving our understanding of education by clarification of our conceptual apparatus -the ways in which we formulate our beliefs, arguments, assumptions, and judgments concerning such topics as learning and teaching, character and intellect, subject-matter and skill, desirable ends and appropriate means of schooling .. , 13 Therefore, the scientific method has a valid use for philosophic inquiry and is a part of the process of philosophic methodology.
B. Philosophic Method
Philosophic method includes the scientific approach to truth but goes beyond to include areas such as speculation into the improbable, inquiry into the areas of values, and inquiry by means of analogy.
14 Where does philosophic methodology go beyond science? Cohen indicates that the actual world has many things that are not consistent, so we must not only use the scientific method which accepts that which is consistent. The philosopher desires truth, and it may be found by accepting areas of life that cannot be apparently harmonized.
15
The first area where philosophic methodology goes beyond scientific methodology involves analogies. Similarities lead the inquirer to truth, but under the scientific method analogies cannot be demonstrated. Is the inquirer therefore to reject the analogy? No! "The path of philosophizing is the fund of available analogies that prove fruitful to diverse minds. Those analogies which by persistent thought become fruitful hypothesis are suggested to philosophers by their own reflection or by the reflection of other intellectual workers."
16
The philosopher is to proceed by more than his intellect; he must proceed by his feelings as well.
Cohen feels the philosopher must go beyond physics to causality, he must go be- The second area in which philosophic methodology goes beyond the scientific method involves values. Values are found at all phases of disciplined inquiry; value questions concern the relation between intrinsic and instrumental values and the identification of within-the-field and outside-the-field values. In general, values are deliberated interests and justified likings.
Richard McKeon states that esthetics is a personal matter, and scientific methodology cannot enhance appreciation or lead to acceptance.
They differ from the sciences since the knowledge they involve is not tested and the effects they produce are not achieved by repetition of the use of the same methods in application to the same things.
19
Science strives for consensus which verifies the results; therefore, values must be dealt with by a separate methodology, hence the establishment of philosophic methodology beyond the scientific approach.
20
Value has two meanings in connection with philosophic research; it may refer to the standards of worth or to the worthy things themselves.
The most critical value judgment concerns the significance of the entire research effort; it should have intrinsic and instrumental value. Research is satisfying because it is being done. It results in reaching a decision, solving a problem, improving a practice, or stimulating further inquiry.
The third area where philosophic method goes beyond science involves speculation. The speculative phase of philosophy is that visionary aspect of philosophic studies which deals with projections of desirable societies, experiences, and ends for mankind. It is the forming of broad hypotheses about potentially attainable goals, and the construction of new conceptual problems for exploration and making creative leaps into the unknown future. Speculations attempt to reach concepts whose truth is not established by means of scientific procedures.
21
Malcom offers four arguments against the scientific approach in arguing for philosophic methodology. (1) An empirical statement is an hypothesis about an infinite series of verifications. By definition, then, the series can never be completed. (2) Philosophers deny certainty to empirical knowledge because they recognize that the contrary of any empirical position is logically possible, i.e., not self-contradictory. (3) Philosophers assert that no empirical statement is more than probable because we may be in error as we sometimes have been in the past when we made empirical judgments. (4) Philosophers have concluded that we cannot judge the verity of any perceptual experience.
22
The following set of principles for philosophic methodology has been offered by James Merritt. (1) Philosophic research derives much of its impetus out of concern for more adequate educational theory. (2) The philosopher has the privilege of choosing to develop his intellectuality by means of reconstructing his various experiences, attitudes, and habits which are relevant to selfeducation. pher will normally be attracted by those writings which appear consistent with his perceptions of being, but even these writings must come under his scrutiny. (6) Wanting to conceptualize accurately, the philosopher has the privilege of reconstructing his own experience, ideas, and attitudes. He uses such materials in the hope of writing philosophy which will be generally accepted, but his identity as a philosopher transcends his identity as his own biographer. (7) The philosopher is likely to accept his own conclusions unless he feels some strong counter pressure. (8) The matter of following one's own intuition is a strong factor in making conceptual choices, but this factor does not permit him to deny compelling rational or empirical evidence. The philosopher offers his conceptual choices to his colleagues and public, hoping for acceptance but realizing that there will also be negative reactions.
23
C. Summary
Perhaps the answer to methodology is not to seek one methodology, but to keep one's mind open to the different methodologies.
Since the problems of philosophy are not determined by, or limited to, a single subject matter but include, by some device and in some form, things, actions, and statements as well as sciences by which they are explained and the arts by which they are developed and used, philosophers have not employed a single method or even methods comparable on a single scheme.
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III. TOOLS OF INQUIRY
The basic tools of philosophic methodology are linguistic.
The linguistic philosopher ... is not striving to develop a scientific theory of languages, but rather to clarify, improve, or systematize the languages in which we express our scientific theories concerning any oí a variety of subjects, as well as our commonsense beliefs, our judgments, inferences, evalua- (1) Unique theoretical tools consisting of hypotheses, concepts, and categories (such as meaning, truth, value, method).
James Merritt
(2) The employment of these tools in the examination of the criteria, assumptions, and/or reasons which guide assessments, judgments, and choices.
(3) A scholarly acquaintance with events, practices, circumstances, and/or ideas relevant to that which the philosophy is of (that is, education, art, politics, science or religion).
The above suggestions have been accepted with a minor change in terms. Added to the tools mentioned has been a section on statistics, a tool of growing importance in the world of inquiry and model. 1. Concepts. Concepts are symbols of phenomena that are being studied.
Since science attempts to investigate particular sections or aspects of reality, with an abstract system of thought to interpret those segments, each science develops its own terms, or concepts, for communicating its findings. We may refer to the theoretical system of the science as a conceptual system. These terms are used to stand for the phenomena, or aspects of phenomena, which are being investigated.
26
Concepts are logical constructs created from sense impressions, precepts, or even fairly complex experiences. 27 They are the foundation of all human communication and thought. Each concept communicates to the specialist a vast amount of experience, abstracted and clarified for those who understand the terms. Experiment. An experiment is a method of getting knowledge about the relationship between variables. The experimenter systematically manipulates one or more of the independent variables, thus exposing various groups of subjects to the different variables. The experimental groups are usually selected randomly, which further ensures that observed changes among groups are a real indication of differences in the phenomenon being observed.
29
The experiment is particularly useful in determining causal relationships. It has the advantage of allowing the philosopher to control or change a real life situation in order to observe the relationships.
Those interested in Christian education research should ask, "Why should experiments in Christian education be carried out?" and "What kinds of experiments in Christian education can we do?" 3. Observation. This tool includes the most casual, uncontrolled experiences as well as the most exact film records of laboratory experimentation.
30
Most observers notice certain things and fail to see others. The pattern of selective observation is determined by preferences, alertness, the depth of knowledge, and the goals the person seeks.
As the precision of the hypothesis increases, so must the precision of concepts and data. Simple observation is most useful in exploratory studies, but the investigator needs to supplement his notes with more carefully drawn schedules and questionnaires, with better controls over the techniques of observation. Checks on the observer's biases, selective perception, and the vagueness of his senses must be built into the research. Theory is a tool in these ways: (1) it defines the major orientation of a science by defining the kinds of data which are to be abstracted; (2) it offers a conceptual scheme by which the relevant phenomena are classified and interrelated; (3) it summarizes facts into empirical generalizations and systems of generalizations; (4) it predicts facts; and (5) it points to gaps in our knowledge.
33
One of the requirements of a body of theory is that the same assumptions and the same type of deductive apparatus must be used for many of the problems in a field.
34
If an empirical test of a hypothesis confirms the hypothesis, the generalization might be called a law, provided that the finding is sufficiently important. (1) Counting, or measurement of the total. The total is useful if one wishes to make decisions about the entire universe taken together.
(2) Central value. The center point is useful if one wishes to deal with the entire universe, or with each member individually. The mean, median, and the mode are the best known examples of center points.
(3) Proportion, a measure that standardizes two dissimilar groups so that they can be compared. The percentage is the usual form for expressing proportions. Variability is important because it is the raw material for much of our inquiry.
(6) Dimensions. A researcher often measures several dimensions of a single phenomenon. This kind of compoundmeasurement work is very similar to description, for it measures many aspects of a single phenomenon. In contrast, all the previous types of measurement are applied to groups of phenomenon.
37
When using measurement in Christian education, the researcher should ask, "How will we arrange the data?" "Upon what standard will we measure?" "How will we determine error in our findings?" "What shall we not measure?" 6. Statistics. The fundamental questions to ask about all research tools are: (1) How precise are the observations? (2) Can other scientists repeat the observations? (3) Do the data actually satisfy the demands of the problem; do they actually demonstrate the conclusion? If the observations are crude, casting them in a statistical form will not help the research.
38
Statistics help clarify one's thinking and improve one's capacity to deal with precise problems and make predictions. There are two kinds of statistics, summarization (descriptive) and probability. Probability statistics can be used for two purposes: to aid scientific understanding by estimating the probability of whether a statement is true or not; and to aid in making sound decisions by estimating which alternative among a range of possibilities is more desirable.
The Christian education researcher should ask these questions, "Is the bell-shaped curve a "universal?" "What shall be done about probability?" "How shall we make inductive inference?" "Are usual statistical plans acceptable?" 7. Model. Philosophers construct "models" as guides or suggestions to others. "The term model is used loosely to refer to any 37. Ibid., pp. 58-61. The six points have been summarized and included as a useful tool for philosophic inquiry.
38. Goode and Hatt, op. cit., p. 313.
